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Abstract 
Marzulli, P., Global error estimates for the standard parallel shooting method, Journal of Computational and 
Applied Mathematics 34 (1991) 233-241. 
We present an a posteriori procedure for estimating the global discretization error in the numerical solution of a 
boundary value problem for a system of m first-order ordinary differential equations, when the parallel shooting 
algorithm is used. Both nonlinear and linear systems are considered and expressions of the corresponding global 
discretization error are given, showing slight formal differences between the two cases. As shooting reduces 
boundary value problems to initial-value problems, an error estimation for a boundary value problem is 
obtained assuming that an error estimation procedure for initial-value problems is available. However, the 
number of initial-value problems to be considered in the present error estimation is sharply reduced with respect 
to the number of initial-value problems proposed by the shooting method. 
Keywords: Boundary value problems, global error, parallel shooting. 
1. Introduction 
Let the following boundary value problem (BVP) 
y’(x) =f(x, Y(X)), a <x < b, (1 .la) 
444, Y(b)) = 0, @lb) 
be given, with y, f, TE R”, f E C’(S), S = {(x, y) 1 a<x< b, YE Rm}, and let an isolated 
solution exist, in the sense defined by [2, p.91. 
In a previous work [4] a procedure has been proposed for estimating the global discretization 
error (GDE) arising from a linear BVP solved with the simple shooting method. That procedure 
was intended to be suitable for the parallel shooting method too, provided the error formula 
referred to the interval [a, b] of the simple shooting was applied successively to each of the 
subintervals chosen on [a, b] for a parallel shooting technique. 
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The aim of the present paper is to give an a posteriori estimation procedure operating 
simultaneously on all the subintervals of parallel shooting for a nonlinear BVP of the form 
(l.la, b). The result obtained for such a problem in Section 2 furnishes a heuristic motivation for 
an analogous reformulation for a linear BVP, as sketched in Section 3. 
It is well known (see [2, pp. 13, 141) that parallel shooting for (l.la, b) can be viewed as 
ordinary shooting for a modified problem, given by (1.2c, d) below. In fact, starting from some 
set of points a = rO < ri < . . . < rM = b and introducing on each subinterval the change of 
variables 
x=y,+djt, d,=r,-r,_l, j= l,..., M, O<t<l, 
one defines 
Y,(t) EY(rj-i +d,t): !j(t, Y,(t)) Gd,f(~-i +djt, ~(5~1. djt)), 
and (l.la) can be written as 
(1.2a) 
(1.2b) 
jqt>=j-(t, y”(t)>, O<t<l, (1.2c) 
where J(t)T-(yT(t) ,..., y;(t)), fT=(flT ,..., f,‘). 
The boundary conditions (l.lb) and the continuity of the solution at the interior nodes 71 are 
expressed by 
r(r1(0), YMO)) 
qy”(o), Y(l)) = 
Y*(O) -Y,(l) 
. = 0. 
_YM(O) -A,(I) _ 
Parallel shooting associates to (l.la, b) the IVPs 
(1.2d) 
;I(x)=f(x, Z,(x)), 7/_l<X<(7/, j=l,..., M, 
Z,(T-,> = s,, s, E R”, 
which through transformations analogous to (1.2a, b) can be written as the enlarged IVP 
E’(t) =f”(t, z(t)), og t Q 1, 
z”(0) = s, 
0.3) 
and this can be viewed as the IVP associated to (1.2c, d) by the ordinary shooting. 
We denote the solution of (1.3) as the vector ZT( t, s) = (zT(t, sl), . . . , zL(t, s,)), where 
z,( t, s,) satisfies 
z;(t7 sj) =f/it? z,(tT ‘j))? ‘j(O> sj) =‘I> O<t<l, l<j<M; (1.4) 
then the vector sT = (ST,. . . , s;) is determined by 
4% ZM(L SM>> 
T”(s, q1, s)) = 
s2 - Zl(L s,> 
= 0. 0.5) 
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If s * is a root of (1.5), then j( t, s *) = z”( t, s*) is a solution of (1.2a-d) and consequently of 
(l.la, b). 
In order to estimate the GDE for (1.1) we can take advantage of the reformulations (1.2) (1.3) 
and estimate the GDE 
E(t,) =jgJ) -j(t,, s*) = z/y; - qt,, s*), (1.6) 
where Yh,, -(k) = ,$:J is an approximation to y”( t,, s * ) = Z( t,, s*)at t,=nh, n=O, l,..., v, h=l/v, 
obtained from (1.3) for s = s(~). 
Let e( t,) be the GDE arising from the numerical integration of (1.3) for s = s(~); then 
e(tn) = Zifcn’- .Z(tn, sCk)) 
and (1.6) can be written as 
E(t,) =e(t,) - (Z(tn, s*) -Z(t,, sCk’))_ (1.7) 
We shall show in the next section that any estimate available for e( t,) can be used to 
determine an almost equally accurate estimate of E( t,), provided sck) is an approximation to s * 
as accurate as ,?A!: to z”( t,, sck)). 
2. Estimation of E( t,) 
To obtain our estimate of E( t,) we first state the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let the function f : S + R” satisfy a Lipschitz condition with respect to y on S, and 
let the Jacobian f, exist on S and be continuous and bounded there; then for each problem (1.4) the 
solution zj( t, sj) is continuously differentiable with respect to sj for 0 < t < 1 and s, E Iw” and the 
matrix az,( t, s,)/as, = Z,( t, sj) is the solution of the IVP 
Zj = w I J t, zJ(‘Y sj)) 
8Zj 
Zj(‘, SJ), O<t<l, 
(2-l) 
z,(o, Sj) =I, j= l,...) M. 
Proof. From the assumptions and using (1.2a, b) it follows that each Jacobian aJ;( t, zJ( t, sJ))/dzj 
existsandiscontinuousandboundedonSj~{(t,zj):0~t~1, z,~R~},l<j<M; thenthe 
assertion follows from a classic result of the theory of the ordinary differential equations (see, 
e.g., [l, Chapter l] or [5, p.4081). 0 
With the assumptions of the preceding theorem there exists the Jacobian of the left-hand side 
of (1.5) with respect to s and this one is given by 
A(% “Ml17 %A) B(% “Mll~ %f))ZM(l~ %A 
R(s) = 
-Z&l, s,) 1 
9 . . . . . . 
-?w-AL %-A I 
(2.2) 
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where 
4% zM(l, sM)) E wb ‘a”,“’ d) ) 
1 
qsl, zM(l, sM)) s ar(sl, $1’ SJ). 
M 
If jj( t, s *) = T( t, s *) is assumed to be an isolated solution of (1.2a-d), then the matrix R(s) 
for s = s* = Z(0, s*) is nonsingular [2, p.151, so we may assume that (1.5) can be solved 
iteratively using Newton’s method 
R(sW)(s(i+U -S (i)) = -_T”(s(i), z(l, s(i)))_ 
Assuming that the solutions of IVPs appearing in R(s) and r”( s, Z(1, s)) are computed with a 
stable accurate scheme of order p with mesh size h, we suppose to carry out the iterations on an 
altered equation 
Rh(s(i))(s(i+l) _ s(0) = -_T”(s(i), E,,,(s(i))), (2.3) 
for h sufficiently small. 
If iterations up to i = k are performed, 
s*. 
In order to state the next theorem it is 
equality 
R(s) = P + Qg(l, s), 
where 
then we associate to sCk) the error vector ui“’ = sCk) - 
useful to decompose the matrix (2.2) according to the 
P = diag[A(s,, ~~(1, s,)), I,..., I] E 
( ai(aPd “‘in_&,. s) 
0 B(SP 'Mb ‘Ml) 
es--I 0 1 . . . . . . -I 0 I 
and 
z(t, s) = diag[Z,(r, si) ,..., Z,(t, sM)]. 
For the discrete approximation Rh(sCk)) we shall then write 
Rh(sCk)) = Ph + Qh&v(s(k))_ (2.4) 
Theorem 2.2. In the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 suppose that, for s = stk), the solutions of (1.3) 
and (2.1) are approximated by a pth-order scheme and let (2.3) furnish a vector sCk) such that 
u:“) = sck) - s * = 0( hP) for k + co and h + 0; then the following equality holds: 
E(t,) = e(t,) - &,(sCk))R;‘(sCk))[Q,e(l) - ?(sCk’, z,..(s’“‘))] + 8, (2-5) 
where lim,,,,,,, ]I 0 Il/hP = 0, for any vector norm. 
Proof. From (1.7) and Taylor’s formula (see, e.g., [3, p.121) we have 
E(t,)=e(t,)+Z(t,, sCk))~ik)+A(uLk)), 
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with lim h+O,k_m 11 h II/hP = 0; we can also write 
E(t,)=e(t,)+~~,,(s’k))U~k)+O(h*f)+X(D~)). 
From the identity 
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(2.6) 
?(s*, z”(l, s*)) - r”(s’k’, Z&(k))) = --r”(s(k), Z&(k))), 
applying again a Taylor’s expansion, we get 
-Phuik’- Q&l) + E”(u~~), E(1)) = -r”(sCk’, Z&(k))), (2.7) 
where, since E(t,) = O(hP), limb,,,,,, 11 p 11 /hP = 0. Substituting into (2.7) the right-hand side 
of (2.6) with n = v, we obtain 
-P,,@)- Q&(l) +if&s(k))~~)+O(h2p) +A] +p= -?(dk’, ~&s’~‘)), 
from which, using (2.4), we have 
uik)= -R,‘(s’~‘)[Q~~(~) -+s(~), Z&S(~)))] + L? 
with 
D=R;1[-Qh(h+O(h2p))+p] and lim 11fill -0 
h+O,k-cc hP ’ 
Substituting back into (2.6) and calling 8 the set of higher-order terms, the proof is completed. 
0 
The proposed estimate for E(t,) is obviously obtained from (2.9, by neglecting 19 and 
estimating the IVP error e( t,). Actually as 
-R;l(S(k))+(k), Fh,.&(k))) = S(k+i) _ S(k), 
we have 
E(t,) = e(t,) - gh,,(sCk’)(~ + stk+l) - sCk)) + 8, 
where o is the solution of the linear system 
Rh(~(k))~ = Q,e(l). 
We remark that the matrix initial-value problem (2.1) describes a set of m vector initial-value 
problems to which a usual pth-order scheme is applied, according to the hypothesis of Theorem 
2.2. Although this may be expensive from a computational point of view, it must be noted that 
the approximate solution of (2.1) is needed for the numerical solution of the primary problem 
(l-la, b) by parallel shooting. Thus the secondary problem of finding an a nosteriori error 
estimate based on 
for e(t,). 
3. The linear case 
I 
Theorem 2.2 does not require any additional computation, except an estimate 
In this section we consider the linear BVP 
Y’(X) - K(.+(x) =f(x), a =G x < b, 
&(a) + By(b) = a, 
where K(x), A, B are real m X m matrices and v(x), f(x), (Y E R”. 
(3.la) 
(3.lb) 
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It is well known that if U(x) is a fundamental solution matrix such that U(0) = I, with I the 
m X m identity matrix, then, on the assumption that the matrix A + BU( b) is nonsingular, the 
problem (3.la, b) has a unique solution which can be expressed as 
J(x) =‘u(x)s + U(X), 
where the vector s is uniquely determined by the condition (3.lb) and u(x) satisfies 
24’(x)=K(x)~(x)+f(x), u(a)=O, a<x,(b. 
Choosing again a set of nodes a = 7. < +rl < . . - < rM = b, as needed for parallel shooting, the 
solution on each subinterval is given by 
v(x) =v,(x) = q(x).s, + u,(x), 5-r <x < 5, 1 <j < M, 
where Uj( x) and uj( x) satisfy, respectively, the IVPs 
q.‘(x) = K(x)q(x), q(T,_,) = I, ‘j-1 ~ X ~ 71’ I<j<M, (3 *2) 
~,‘(x)=K(x)u~(x)+f(x), ~~(~_i)=0, ~_i<xx~, l<j<M. (3.3) 
The system corresponding to the boundary conditions and continuity conditions at the interior 
nodes is now 
1 
A BUM@) 31 a-&4,(b) 
- Wd 1 s2 %h) 
= 
. . . . . . 
-1:: : : -%-,h-*I 1 _ if i ) ‘M-1 ‘M-1 :; 
(3.4) 
the matrix of this system is nonsingular provided A + BU( b) is nonsingular (see [2, pp. 5, 61); 
then the vector uT = (s,‘, . . . , s;) is uniquely determined by (3.4). By the change of variables 
(1.2a) the equation (3.la) becomes 
J’(t) - zQ)j+) =fl(t), 0 < t < 1, (3.5) 
where 
Y’(t) = (Z(t),..., A(t)), _YjCt) =_Y( ‘j-1 + djt), 
f’(t) = (flw...,f;w>, f,(t) ~ d/f( 71-1 + d,t), 
l?(t) = diag(ii(t),..., iM(t)), li/,(?) = d,K(T_, + djt); 
then the general solution of (3.5) can be written as 
y(t) = U(t)0 + n(t), 0 < t < 1, 
where 
and 
r?(t) = diag(c,(t) ,..., CM(t)), q(t) = q( Tj_r + d,t) 
ii’(t) = (ET(t),..., z;(f)), iii(t) = Uj( Tj_r + 41) 
are the solutions of the transformed versions of (3.2) and (3.3), respectively: 
C’(t) = X(+?(t), G(o) = I, 0 < t < 1, 
u’(t) = Z(t)ii(t) +f(t), 9(o) = 0, 0 < t < 1. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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Thus if u* is the solution of 
Ra=c, 
where 
. 
A 
RE 
-fil(l) I 
. . . 
then 
L 
p(t) = O(t),* + S(t) 
is the requested solution of (3.5). 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
The GDE we are concerned with is 
E(L) =&? -_jQJ, (3.10) 
where t, = nh, n = 0, 1,. . . , v, h = l/v, and jJ n , is a numerical approximation to J( t,). 
We can write 
yh., , - =fihhc3++hn, (3.11) 
with ch n and ii, n 
solution of 
, numerical approximations to c( t,) and fi( t,), respectively, and a^ a numerical 
RhO=Ch, (3.12) 
which is the actual form for (3.8) where the approximations ch,, and ii, y are used. 
From (3.9)-(3.11) we have 
E(t,) = flh,$ + ii,,, - ti(t,)o* - ii = [ii,,, - ii( + [ fi& - fi(tn)] a^ 
- O(t,)(o* -G), (3.13) 
so that an estimate for E( t,) would require to estimate the GDEs for both the systems (3.6) and 
(3.7) which all together amount to M( m + 1) IVPs, each of them consisting of m equations. 
However, if we define 
ettn> = (“h,nB + iih,, > - (W,P + Q,))> (3.14) 
we can prove the following theorem, reducing to only M the IVPs needed to estimate E( t,). 
Theorem 3.1. Let (3.la, b) have a unique solution; then (i) E(t,) can be written in the form 
E(t,) = e(t,) - l?(t,)(o* - 6); (3.15) 
(ii) e( t,) is the GDE arising from the numerical solution of 
~‘(t)-Iz(t)Z(t)=f-(t), O<t<l, 
z(o) = a^. 
(3.16) 
In the next theorem the following identities are used: 
R = P + Qti(l), R, = P + Qoj,,., (3.17) 
where 
A 
I 
p- 1 --* ]> Q=[ -“I -0. ;; ;]- 1 
Theorem 3.2. In the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 let the approximation U,., be accurate 0( hp) and 
assume e( t,) = 0( hp); then the following equality holds: 
E(t,) =e(t,) - oh,,R,‘Qe(l) + 0(h2P). (3.18) 
Proof. Since the vectors a^ and u * satisfy the equations (3.12) and (3.8), respectively, we have 
R,a^ - ch = 0, (3.19) 
Ra*-c=O. (3.20) 
Defining the mM-vector a;f = ( aT, OT, . . . , OT), we can write ch = LX,, - BC,,, and c = (Ye - Bii(1); 
using these and (3.17) in the equations (3.19) and (3.20) one obtains 
PG + Q( &? + i&) - a0 = 0, Pa* + Q(ti(l)u* + ii(l)) - a,, = 0; 
subtracting and taking into account 
P(6 - u*) = -QE(l), 
into which we substitute (3.15) with 
R(a^- a*) = -Qe(l) 
and 
a^ - u* = -R-lee(l); 
substituting back into (3.15) we get 
(3.11), (3.9) and (3.10) we have 
n = v obtaining 
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Proof. Equation (3.15) follows immediately from (3.13) and (3.14). In order to prove (ii) we 
observe that, because of (3.6) and (3.7), the solution F(t) of (3.16) can be expressed as 
z”(t) = fi( t) a^ + ii(t), therefore we may apply a given integrator to (3.6) and (3.7) and combine 
the resulting 4 R and ii,,, to get c*,,G + ii,,,. This is equivalent, except for negligible round-off 
errors, to applying directly the same integrator to (3.16) to obtain f,_. Consequently we have 
=h,n - ‘%) = ( oh,,a^ + ‘h,, ) - (G(t,)e + ii( = e(t,), 
which completes the proof. 0 
E(t,) = e(t,) - U(t,)R-lee(l); 
then, from the assumptions and the Banach lemma (see [2, p.2]), (3.18) is obtained. 0 
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We remark that, if an estimate e, for e(t,) is available, Theorem 3.2 suggests the following 
estimate E,, for E( t,): 
E,,=e,,- fij,,,,u, 
where the vector u is the solution of the linear system R,o = Qe,. 
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